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SUMMARY
As new systems and applications are introduced for nextgeneration wireless systems, the propagation channels in which they operate need to be characterized. This paper discusses propagation channels
for four types of next-generation systems: (i) distributed Multiple-Input
Multiple-Output (MIMO) and Cooperative MultiPoint (CoMP) systems,
which require the characterization of correlation between channels from
a mobile station to diﬀerent base stations or access points; (ii) device-todevice communications, where propagation channels are characterized by
strong mobility at both link ends (e.g., in vehicle-to-vehicle communications), and/or significant impact of moving shadowing objects; (iii) fulldimensional MIMO, where antenna arrays extend in both the horizontal
and vertical dimension, so that azimuthal and elevation dispersion characteristics of the channel become relevant, and (iv) millimeter wave Wireless
Local Area Network (WLAN) and cellular communication systems, where
the high carrier frequency leads to a change (compared to microwave communications) concerning which propagation processes are dominant. For
each of these areas, we give an overview of measurements and models for
key channel properties. A discussion of open issues and possible future
research avenues is also provided.
key words: LTE, channel model, CoMP, double-directional, FD-MIMO,
device-to-device, vehicle-to-vehicle, 5G, mm-wave

1.

Introduction

Propagation channels determine the fundamental limits of
wireless communications, as well as the actual performance
of any practical system. Good propagation channel models are thus essential prerequisites for the development and
assessment of new systems. In the context of international
standards, channel models are furthermore essential to allow fair comparisons of diﬀerent system proposals. For all
of these reasons, development of realistic, yet easy to use,
models for wireless propagation channels has been an important and very active research area for many decades.
Channel models should be only as complex as necessary, and thus neglect eﬀects that do not impact the performance of the systems for whose simulation the model is designed. Thus, while physical wireless propagation channels
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are independent of the systems that operate in them, channel models do show a dependence. The COST207 channel
models [1], designed for assessing second-generation cellular systems like GSM, provide models for the delay dispersion assuming a system bandwidth of 200 kHz. The ITU
models [2] also concentrate on delay dispersion, though for
the wider bandwidth that was relevant for initial 3G cellular systems. The emergence of multi-antenna techniques in
the early 2000 s motivated the development of a new set of
directional channel models, from COST 259 [3], [4], and
COST 273 [5] to the 3GPP Spatial Channel Model (SCM)
[6], to the ITU/Winner models [7], [8]. At the same time,
the emergence of new deployment scenarios, such as microand femtocells, necessitated extending the models for new
environments as well. These models served not only for
the refinement of the third-generation cellular standards, but
also played a critical role in the development of LTE, the
current standard for fourth-generation cellular systems [9].
Due to increased demand and new applications, wireless systems continue to evolve. In particular, within the
cellular standardization organization 3GPP, a number of
new transmission schemes are considered as part of LTEAdvanced. Outside of this cellular development, other organizations such as IEEE 802.11 also continue to develop
new systems for either enhanced capabilities or new applications. Some of the most important developments are (i)
Cooperative Multipoint (CoMP), (ii) device-to-device communications, (iii) massive MIMO, and (iv) millimeter-wave
communications. For all of these applications, new channel
models are required.
In CoMP, also known as base station (BS) cooperation or network MIMO, multiple BSs cooperate in order
to reduce interference and enhance throughput in each cell,
particularly at the cell edge [10], [11]. In its most advanced form (sometimes known as joint transmission, JT),
the BSs exchange channel state information, as well as
transmit/receive data over the backbone connecting the BSs.
The BSs thus essentially form a giant MIMO system, so that
there is no intercell interference anymore, and (for the uplink) all transmitted signals are useful signals; in the downlink multi-user MIMO beam forming allows to eliminate interference to each user. Other forms of CoMP rely on coordinating the scheduling such that signals in one cell do
not strongly interfere with signals in the neighbor cells that
are scheduled on the same time/frequency resource. For all
of these applications, it is obvious that signal propagation
from/to a mobile station (MS) location to multiple BS loca-
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tions has to be properly modeled. Not only the correlation
of the shadowing, but correlations of all other propagation
channel parameters, have to be properly described. This is a
fundamental generalization of previous channel models (including 3G models), which concentrated on describing the
channel from a single BS to one (or more) MSs.
Another emerging transmission scheme is Device-toDevice (D2D) communication, either in an autonomous
fashion, or under control of the BS. In the former case, the
FlashLinQ system [12] and similar proposals are discussed
within 3GPP especially for communication in case of disaster when all infrastructure nodes (BSs) are out of order,
and IEEE 802.11p is used for car-to-car communication for
safety purposes [13]. In the latter case, it has been shown
[14], [15] that coordination of the transmission between devices by means of central knowledge at the BS can also
greatly enhance performance. In either case, the propagation channel between devices, which shows very diﬀerent
behavior from BS-to-device channels, has to be accurately
modeled. Furthermore, when BS-controlled D2D is implemented, the correlation between the D2D channel and the
BS-to-device channel also has to be carefully modeled.
As suggested by [16], increasing the number of BS antenna elements to dozens or hundreds not only increases the
spectral eﬃciency of multi-user communications, but also
decreases power consumption and simplifies signal processing. Under the name “massive MIMO”, this approach has
gained great attention in the past years (see [17], [18] and
references therein). In order to accommodate such a large
number of antenna elements within a reasonable form factor,
three-dimensional antenna structures are required, which
exploit not only the azimuthal spread of the multi path components (MPCs) as in traditional cellular MIMO, but also
use the elevation spread; this is consequently known as FullDimensional (FD) MIMO [19]. As a consequence, the elevation characteristics of MPCs are in need of careful modeling.
Last, but not least, there is a strong trend to higher frequency bands for data transmission. In particular the mmwave band has much more spectrum available than the microwave bands that have been traditionally used for cellular and Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) communications. In particular, 60 GHz is the band of choice for
multi-GBit/s WLAN systems such as the IEEE 802.11ad
standard, while the 28 and 38 GHz bands seem well suited
for high-rate cellular communications over distances of up
to several hundred meters. Demonstrations and system proposals by operators like NTT DoCoMo, and manufacturers
like Samsung, have demonstrated the strong industry interest in such cellular solutions. Since the carrier frequency
is an order of magnitude higher than in traditional cellular
and WLAN systems, new channel models suitable for this
frequency range have to be provided.
The main goal of this paper is to review basic modeling
methods and recent results for channel models for these new
aspects of next-generation wireless systems. In Sect. 2, we
review fundamental channel modeling approaches as used

for 3G systems. Sections 3 to 6 review channel models for
CoMP, D2D, FD-MIMO, and mm-wave, respectively. Section 7 summarizes open topics, and Sect. 8 provides conclusions.
2.

Fundamentals of Wireless Channel Models

This section reviews wireless channel models that are in use
for 3G and early 4G systems; later sections will then discuss the generalizations currently in development for more
modern systems.
Wireless propagation channels are characterized first
and foremost by the channel gain, i.e., the ratio of the received power to the transmitted power. Without going into
details (see [20] and [21] for those), channel gain averaged
over small-scale fading can be written as the sum (on a dB
scale) of a (distance-dependent) path gain, and a (stochastic)
shadowing term that describes the variations of the strengths
of the MPCs. The path gain G is traditionally described by
the following equation
 −γ
d
E{Pr }
∼a
,
(1)
G=
Pt
d0
where Pt and Pr are transmit and receive power, respectively, d0 is a reference distance, in the same units as d;
and a and γ are dimensionless model parameters; the expectation E{·} is taken over the shadowing and small-scale
fading. The probability density function of S (x), the shadowing variations around their mean, is usually modeled as a
lognormal distribution, i.e., the logarithm of the variation is
a Gaussian-distributed real variable. When considering the
spatial scale on which significant changes of the shadowing
occur, we consider the autocorrelation function along a path
moving towards or away from the TX in the x direction; the
correlation between S -values for points at x and x + x can
be approximated by a Laplacian function
E{S (x)S (x + x)} = σ2 exp(−|x|/Xc ),

(2)

where Xc is the correlation distance of shadow fading.
For modern cellular systems, both the delay dispersion and angular dispersion play an important role. In a
deterministic description (i.e., for a particular location of
transmitter, receiver, and scattering objects), those quantities can be described by the double-directional impulse response [22], which consists of a sum of contributions from
the MPCs:
h(t, rTX , rRX , τ, Ω, Ψ) =

L


hl (t, rTX , rRX , τ, Ω, Ψ)

(3)

l=1

=

L


al δ(τ − τ )δ(Ω − Ω )δ(Ψ − Ψ ),

l=1

where rTX and rRX are the locations of the transmitter and
receiver, respectively; Ω and Ψ the direction-of-departure
(DoD) and direction-of-arrival (DoA), each of which consists of an azimuth and an elevation component; τ the delay,
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and L the number of MPCs. The phases of the al change
quickly, while all other parameters, i.e., absolute amplitude
| al |, delay, DoA and DoD vary slowly with the transmit and
receive locations (over many wavelengths). It is noteworthy
that in this representation, the MPC amplitudes represent the
complex gain of the propagation channel only, without any
consideration of the antennas.
For multiple-antenna systems, we are also often interested in the impulse response or channel transfer function
of the radio channel (i.e., including the antenna characteristics) from each of the NTX transmit antenna elements to
each of the NRX receive antenna elements. This is given
by the impulse response matrix. We denote the trans(2)
(NTX )
mit and receive element coordinates as r(1)
TX , rTX , .....rTX ,
(1)
(2)
(NRX )
and rRX , rRX , .....rRX , respectively, so that the impulse response from the i-th transmit to the m-th receive element
becomes
 (i) (m) 
, rRX =
hi,m = h rTX

(1) (1)
TX (Ω )G
RX (Ψ )
h (rTX , rRX , τl , Ω , Ψ )G





(i)
(m)
(1)
exp jk(Ω ), (rTX
− r(1)
TX ) exp jk(Ψ ), (rRX − rRX ) ,
(4)
where k is the wave vector and · denotes the inner product;
 is the complex antenna pattern. Note that Eq. (4) implicG
itly assumes that the DoD (or DoA) at each antenna element
is the same, which is well-fulfilled for concentrated antenna
arrays, but might not be valid in distributed or physically
large arrays, see Sect. 3.
In order to reflect the variety of channel realizations in
nature, stochastic channel descriptions that provide probability density functions (pdf) of the impulse responses, are
required. One common form is the “tapped delay line”
model, which (in its generalization to the double-directional
case) fixes the delay, DoA, and DoD of the MPCs, while allowing the phase and amplitudes to be chosen stochastically
according to their pdfs with the common assumption of wide
sense stationarity - uncorrelated scattering (WSS-US), i.e.,
that the statistics of the fading do not change with time, and
fading of each MPC is uncorrelated. Such an approach underlies the 3GPP SCM as well as the ITU/Winner models.
An alternative approach is the Geometry-based Stochastic
Channel Model (GSCM) [23], where locations of scatterers
or interacting objects (IOs) are defined according to a given
probability density function, and the characteristics of the
MPCs are finally obtained through a simple ray tracing procedure that allows only single-interaction processes or (as in
the COST 273 and COST 2100 models) double interactions
with so-called “twin clusters” [5]. In many cases, tapped delay line and geometry-based approaches are combined, such
that the “locations” (i.e., delays, DoAs, and DoDs) of the
taps are obtained from geometric considerations.
Another important concept in modern channel modeling is clustering. Measurement results show that in many environments, MPCs arrive in clusters, i.e., groups with similar characteristics [24]–[26]. This eﬀect arises, e.g., because
the MPCs are created by the interaction of the transmit sig-

nal with objects such as a group of high-rise buildings or
mountains, or from waves undergoing similar waveguiding
processes in a corridor or street canyon. Clusters can be extracted from double-directional impulse responses through
visual inspection [26], [27] or automated processing [28].
The concept of clusters is useful because the parameters of a cluster do not change even when an MS moves
over a larger area. To give an example, the PDP (power delay profile, i.e., expected magnitude of the squared impulse
response, [20]) of a single cluster often can be modeled as
an exponential function. When the channel contributions
come from three clusters, the PDP of the overall channel
consists of three exponentials. When the MS moves over
large areas, the position of the exponentials relative to each
other changes, but the shapes of the cluster PDPs remain
unchanged. Furthermore, a cluster shape function (squared
magnitude of the double-directional impulse response of the
cluster, averaged over the small-scale fading) can often be
decomposed, e.g., [4]
P τ, θ, ϕ, θ , ϕ = Pτ (τ) Pθ (θ) Pϕ (ϕ) Pθ θ , τ Pϕ ϕ , τ ,
(5)
where θ, ϕ are the elevation and azimuth at the BS (and analogously for θ , ϕ at the MS). It is common to assume that
the PDP is a single-exponential function, while the angular
power spectra are Laplacian functions. The second central
moments of these functions (delay spread, azimuth spreads,
elevation spreads) are then commonly used for the characterization of the environments.
In order to model the appearance and disappearance of
clusters (except the cluster of MPCs scattered near the MS,
which is always present), we define “visibility regions” in a
coverage area so that if the MS is in such a region, the cluster
is active, i.e., the MPCs belonging to that cluster contribute
to the double-directional impulse response; otherwise they
are not, see Fig. 1. The visibility regions are placed at random in the cell area, with the pdf of the visibility region
centers being a parameter of the model. It is furthermore
common to define a “transition function” that ensures that
when an MS enters a visibility region, the MPC cluster does
not activate all of a sudden (which would lead to a discontinuity in power). An alternative to the visibility region is
a birth/death process, where clusters are turned on or oﬀ at
random times.

Fig. 1 Concept of visibility region: clusters become visible when MS
moves into associated visibility region. From [29].
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3.

Multi-Link Channel Models

While in third-generation systems MIMO was mainly used
to enhance the capacity of each link separately, nextgeneration systems make more extensive use of multi-link
coordination or -cooperation. Multi-user MIMO has already
been introduced in IEEE 802.11ac, and will gain an increasingly important role for cellular systems as well. Channel modeling for multi-user MIMO does not, however, require any new techniques, since the existing spatial channel
models (like 3GPP-SCM, ITU/Winner, etc.) already allow
for dropping multiple users within one cell, and/or (equivalently) an MS moving through the cell. However, major
challenges arise in modeling the links from a single MS to
multiple BSs, which is required in particular for cooperative multipoint systems (CoMP) and distributed antenna systems. In those cases, as well as for multi-link channel modeling in general, it is essential to capture correlation of the
statistics between the considered links. It cannot be assumed
that the large-scale parameters such as rms delay spread, angular spread, and large-scale fading are independent just because the nodes are highly separated. Rather there tends to
be some degree of correlation for these large-scale parameters.
Much of the early work in this area has concentrated on
the correlation of the shadowing between BSs (a rudimentary model for this eﬀect was even included in the 3GPP
SCM). Besides this, also other large-scale parameters such
as angular spread, delay spread, etc., can show correlation
between the links. A number of measurement campaigns
have been devoted to identifying these correlations. In [30]
correlation between large-scale parameters for a macro cell
scenario at 2.6 GHz was analyzed and it was found that the
parameters of diﬀerent links can be correlated even if the
BSs are far away from each other. When both BSs were
in the same direction compared to the movement the largescale parameters of the diﬀerent links had a tendency to be
positively correlated, but slightly negatively correlated when
the BSs were located in diﬀerent directions compared to the
movement of the mobile terminal. The spatial structure of
the same dataset was studied in [31] and it was found that
the average capacity could be increased by 53% by cooperative BSs. Correlation properties between BSs were also analyzed in [32], showing measured correlation between different links that actually was somewhat smaller than that
predicted by the 3GPP SCM. In [33] measured values of
the cross correlation properties in a dual link urban scenario
at 3.7 GHz were presented, while in [34] cross correlation
properties of 4 coherent links in a sub-urban scenario at
2.6 GHz are presented. Cross correlation coeﬃcients between large scale parameters reach values up to ±0.8 and
are typically modeled by a joint, often Gaussian, correlated
distribution.
For conventional single link MIMO, the correlation between antennas is usually of high interest. When the nodes
are widely separated, the correlation of the small-scale fad-

ing between single antennas at diﬀerent nodes can under
normal circumstances be neglected, but of course correlation among antennas at the same node is still important.
Similarly the spatial structure of separate MIMO links can
be correlated. Such a spatial separation of diﬀerent MIMO
links in an oﬃce scenario was analyzed and modeled in [35].
It was found that the spatial separation (from a signal processing view) sometimes is large and sometimes is low, but
it can not easily be connected to the direction to, and distance between, nodes. In addition, the power imbalances
when the nodes are separated is another important factor to
model as this will aﬀect the SNRs of the considered links
significantly. These power imbalances can easily be calculated by standard pathloss expressions, possibly together
with an appropriate correlated large-scale fading model.
In order to simulate correlation properties in multilink scenarios, Poutanen et al. [36] developed the concept
of common clusters (sometimes also referred to as joint or
shared clusters). The basic idea behind common clusters is
that users sometimes use the same clusters and hence they
partially use the same propagation paths in the simulations,
with the result of correlated MIMO links. The common
cluster concept is adopted in the COST 2100 model [37]
for multilink simulations. In the model, several visibility
regions can be associated with each cluster, so if two users
happen to be in visibility regions associated with the same
cluster this cluster will be a common cluster, and hence there
will be some correlation between the corresponding links.
Similarly, each BS has many visibility regions distributed in
the simulation area, and this distribution defines the number
of BSs that can be used for cooperative communication with
a particular user. The diﬀerent types of common clusters are
described in Fig. 2. An example for the relative importance
of common clusters (i.e., how much power is carried) can be
found in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2 Diﬀerent kinds of common clusters. The clusters C1 and C2 are
associated to three BSs and three users in the visibility regions. The lines
define the visibility of the diﬀerent users to the BSs. From [37].
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Fig. 4 Evolution of rms delay spread as car is moving in two diﬀerent
environments. From [45].
Fig. 3 Significance of common clusters for connections from MS to two
BSs in an indoor environment. From [36].

4.

Device-to-Device Models

Device-to-device (D2D) radio channels have fundamentally
diﬀerent properties compared to those of conventional cellular channels. The main reason for this is that most often both the receive antenna and the transmit antenna are
located at low heights, and hence there is more interaction
with objects in the close neighborhood of the devices. Due
to the fact that the two devices are at approximately the
same height, the propagation eﬀects are significantly different from traditional device-to-infrastructure (D2I) links.
This diﬀerence is especially pronounced for outdoor links,
where a BS would be high above ground (typically 10 m for
microcell, and up to 100 m for macrocells), while all devices
are at street level. Consequently, over-the-rooftop propagation is not a viable mechanism, and even street canyon propagation is more strongly aﬀected by shadowing objects such
as cars and trucks. The most frequently occurring application of outdoor D2D systems is vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V)
communications, though other applications are also thinkable. In indoor situations, the diﬀerence between D2I and
D2D propagation mechanisms is less pronounced, and the
range of validity for many indoor channel models includes
the D2D case.
Pathloss: A first impact of the diﬀerent propagation
conditions is the pathloss model. For outdoor situations, the
pathloss exponents are generally in the range 1.6–2 when the
two devices communicating with each other are in the same
street (in urban, suburban, or rural environments) or on the
same highway [38]. When the two devices are on orthogonal
streets, the model of [39], based on extensive measurements
in and around Munich, Germany, proposes
PL(dr , dt , wr , xt , i s ) = C + i s LS U
 E
⎧
E L 
⎪
dt T
⎪
4πdr
⎪
⎪
,
10 log10 (xt wr )ES λ
⎪
⎪
⎨
 E

+⎪

E
L
⎪
⎪
d T
4πd2
⎪
⎪
,
⎪10 log10 (xt wt r )ES λdbr
⎩

if dr ≤ db
(6)
if dr > db

where dt and dr denote the distance of the TX and RX to the
intersection center, respectively, wr is the width of the RX
street, and xt is the distance of the TX to the wall. In the
model C=3.75 dB is the so-called curve shift, LS U =2.94 dB
is the sub-urban loss, i s =0 is the urban loss factor, i s =1
the sub-urban loss factor, E L =2.69 is the loss exponent,
ES =0.81 is the street exponent, ET =0.957 is the TX distance exponent, and finally db =180 m is the break even distance. The model was later validated by independent measurement data by Abbas et al. [40] with good agreement, but
also with the suggestion to include a random oﬀset parameter to reflect variations between diﬀerent street intersections;
random variations were also suggested in [41] based on the
comparison of ray tracing results with the model of [42].
Delay Dispersion: As far as the delay dispersion is
concerned, the rms delay spread (second central moment of
the power delay profile) for V2V environments varies as a
function of location, and can be modeled as a random variable (log normally distributed in most cases). Mean rms
delay spreads are on the order of 100–200 ns for rural and
suburban environments, and up to 400 ns for urban environments. Detailed reviews of the various measurement results
for both pathloss and delay dispersion for various environments can be found in [43], [44]. Delay spreads in safety
related scenarios for V2V communication are, e.g., reported
in [45], see also Fig. 4. High rms delay spreads are observed
when the line-of-sight component is blocked and there are
large reflecting objects close to the road. Mean rms delay
spreads of 170 ns are reported for longer periods, but there
are also extreme values of the rms delay spread just below
1 μs.
Temporal Variations: There are two distinct groups of
D2D channels, depending on the dynamics of the nodes,
i.e. if the devices themselves are moving or not. In the
first case, devices at both link ends can move, sometimes
very fast. In addition scatterers and shadowing objects can
also move. This is, e.g., the case for V2V channels, for
which extensive research has shown that the channel statistics typically change over time and hence the conventional
assumption about WSS-US (see Sect. 2) is only fulfilled for
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Fig. 6 Principle of geometry-based stochastic channel model for V2V
communications. From [43].

blocking of the radio signal by other objects as the coherence time of this process can be very large as well.
Fig. 5 Example plot of a time-varying power delay profile of V2V communications on a highway. From [48].

rather short time intervals, and moderate frequency intervals. Figure 5 shows an example of a PDP; it is obvious that
the relative delay between the MPCs created by the line-ofsight (LOS) and various discrete components changes significantly over time, thus limiting the duration over which
WSS is valid. In [46] a stationarity bandwidth of around
50 MHz and a stationarity time corresponding to a movement of 10–40 m were suggested, whereas [47] reported
somewhat larger values for the stationarity bandwidth, but
smaller values for the stationarity time. Delay spreads and
Doppler spreads in safety related scenarios for V2V communication are, e.g., reported in [45]. High Doppler spreads
typically arise in drive-by situations, with mean rms Doppler
spreads of 300 Hz are reported over a longer time, but with
extreme values of just below 1000 Hz.
In order to handle the non-stationarities from a channel
modeling perspective, the most straightforward solution is
often to use a GSCM [49], where the non-stationarities are
automatically taken care of and modeled by the randomly
placed scatterers in the environment. Examples of GSCMs
for V2V scenarios can be found in [48]–[50], see Fig. 6. Another approach is based on tapped delay lines, such that the
location (delay) of the taps is either adjusted continuously,
or a birth/death process of the taps is implemented; the latter method is used, e.g., in the IEEE 802.11p channel model
[51].
In static or nomadic scenarios, the two nodes do not
change with respect to each other. This occurs, e.g., in
machine-to-machine communications (static nodes) or peerto-peer (e.g., WiFi Direct) links between laptops (nomadic
scenarios). In that case the Doppler spectrum of the channel
is determined by moving objects in the surroundings. Typically the Doppler spread is low as many of the dominant
scatterers are static as well and hence the coherence time of
the channel can be quite large [52]. However, one important aspect that should not be forgotten is the shadowing or

5.

3-D Channel Modeling

Most of the directional channel models in the literature, including the 3GPP-SCM models, concentrate on the directional characteristics in the azimuthal domain. This is related to the fact that capacity improvements by multipleantenna systems are greatest when the angular spread is
large, which usually occurs in the azimuth domain. In the
elevation plane, the angles of the MPCs as seen from the
BS are usually restricted to a fairly narrow range, which has
traditionally been taken into account by using BS antennas
with a narrow, but non-adaptive beam width. The emergence
of massive MIMO systems [17] has however increased the
interest in using the elevation domain as well, since arrays
with dozens or hundreds of antenna elements can achieve a
reasonable form factor only when spanning at least two dimensions [19], [53]. In [54] an extension of the COST 2100
model for massive MIMO systems is proposed. However,
the best configuration in terms of antennas in the horizontal
and vertical domain is still an open issue. Thus, the elevation components of Ω and Ψ in Eqs. (3), (4) become highly
important.
Measurements of the elevation characteristics of propagation channels fall into two categories: elevation spectrum
(i) at the BS, and (ii) at the MS (depending on whether we
consider uplink or downlink, direction at the BS might be
DoA or DoD, respectively). Historically, elevation spectra at the MS were measured first, as they showed greater
spreads and provided valuable insights into propagation
mechanisms. MPCs arriving at the MS via over-the-rooftop
propagation in urban environments tend to have high elevation angles† associated with the last diﬀraction from the
rooftop to the street in which the MS is located; while MPCs
that are waveguided in street canyons have lower elevation
[55], [56]. Extensive measurements of [57] showed that an
(asymmetrial) double-exponential function provides a good
fit for the elevation power spectrum measured at the MSs,
†
While diﬀerent definitions of elevation exist, in this paper we
define it as the angle measured from the horizontal plane.
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Fig. 7 Elevation spectra for urban microcell (left) and macrocell (right)
at the MS. From [57]; with permission by IEEE.

Fig. 9 Distance dependence of the elevation spread for diﬀerent MS(UE)
heights. Note that EoD in this graph is “elevation +90 degree”. From [68].

Fig. 8

Propagation processes leading to diﬀerent elevations. From [61].

see Fig. 7. Elevation spreads measured in that reference
were typically less than 10–15 degrees, while other references measured somewhat larger values in both outdoor
[58] and indoor [59] environments; the diﬀerences are most
likely due to the diﬀerent building structures in the measured
cities.
Elevation spreads at the BS are considerably smaller.
References [60], [61] evaluated a number of measurements
with rectangular antenna arrays at the BS. They found
that over-the-rooftop propagation, wave guiding in street
canyons, and reflections oﬀ high-rise buildings and dominant scatterers provide diﬀerent contributions to the elevation spectrum, see Fig. 8. Clustering of the waves can be
observed. The overall angular power spectrum in the elevation domain can thus be modeled as a sum of those contributions; see also [62].
Initial theoretical investigations of FD-MIMO systems
had conjectured that the mean elevation angle would be determined by the line-of-sight connection between BS and
MS, even if the LOS is blocked. However, measurements
(e.g., [63]) have shown that the mean angle is closer to the
horizontal plane at both the MS and the BS, in particular for
NLOS situations. The elevation spread also has a distance
dependence (generally smaller spread at larger distances)
[64]. Further ray tracing studies [65] investigated the impact of the BS height on the elevation spreads at BS and
MS. The BS spread showed only minor variations (only in
the far tails of the elevation spread). [57] also found that the
MS elevation spread increases as the BS height increases.
Figure 9 also shows that the elevation spread in outdoor-

to-indoor scenarios tends to be lower when the MS is on a
higher floor.
For system simulations, a number of extensions of
the ITU/Winner model (which itself is an extension of
the 3GPP-SCM model) have been proposed. Since the
ITU/Winner model is based on clusters, we have to distinguish between cluster spreads and composite spreads.
Also noteworthy is the nomenclature of these models: the
ITU/Winner models implicitly assume a downlink, so that
“departure” really means “BS” and “arrival” means “MS”
(naturally the spread at a particular station should be independent of whether it operates in transmit or receive mode).
The elevation spread is modeled as a log normally distributed variable whose mean and variance are parameterized for the diﬀerent environments; consistent with the modeling of the azimuthal spread. Studies based on measurements and ray tracing [64], [66], [67] suggested elevation
spreads and mean elevations for indoor, hotspot, outdoorto-indoor, urban microcell and urban macrocell; elevation
spreads at the BS are typically less than 10 degrees.
Over the past year, a subgroup within 3GPP has been
developing a channel model for three-dimensional arrays.
The structure of the model is similar to the ITU/Winner
model. The parameterization is still in progress; it is based
on three types of results: (i) ray tracing results in “virtual”
cities with a regular street grid and buildings chosen from
a prescribed probability density function; (ii) ray tracing
based on three-dimensional maps of actual cities, and (iii)
several measurement campaigns. Topics of particular interest are the dependence of the mean elevation and elevation
spread as a function of the distance. Considered environments include urban macrocells and urban microcells, both
for the case that the MS is outdoors, and that it is indoors. In
the latter case, the dependence of the elevation characteristics on the height of the MS (i.e., which floor of the building
it is on) deserves particular attention. The final report of the
subgroup is expected for summer/fall 2014.
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6.

Millimeter-Wave Propagation

While the amount of available spectrum in the microwave
range is very limited, the mm-wave range oﬀers a large
amount of hitherto unused spectrum. In the 60 GHz band,
up to 7 GHz bandwidth (depending on the spectrum regulations in the diﬀerent regions) have been made available for
unlicensed wireless systems. For the 28 and 38 GHz bands,
about 1 GHz of bandwidth is available as well. A major reason why this spectrum has been unused for a long time is
the cost of mass-producing chips for mm-wave frequencies;
for a long time Gallium Arsenide and other costly materials had to be used. However, recent years have seen the
emergence of CMOS technology that is capable of handling
these high frequencies. Thus, low-cost production for massmarket consumer application has become feasible.
Another long-standing obstacle for the realization of
mm-wave systems has been the high free-space pathloss.
However, by using high-gain antennas, this pathloss may be
compensated. Again, recent years have seen progress in the
realization of integrated antenna arrays for these frequency
ranges that allow to achieve reasonable coverage. As a consequence, cellular outdoor communication (over a range of
some 200 m) seems feasible, in addition to short-range indoor applications for consumer electronics, and directional
microwave links for backhaul. For all of these applications,
new channel models are required.
A first step lies in the establishment of pathloss models
for 60 GHz. A number of factors become essential that are
not of common concern in the microwave region. Firstly,
atmospheric conditions can impact the attenuation. Oxygen
attenuation is on the order of 10 dB/km. This is a significant problem for long-distance directional links; however, it
hardly plays a role for indoor or cellular links that are typically no longer than 200 m [69], [70]. Also rainfall leads
only to an attenuation of about 1.5 dB over a 200 m link distance [71], though extreme weather can lead to significantly
larger attenuation [72], [73]. Foliage can also be a significant source of attenuation [72], [74], [75].
For multi path propagation, we observe a number of
key eﬀects:
• transmission through walls is very low, so that outdoorto-indoor penetration, as well transmission from one
room to the next, are greatly attenuated,
• reflection coeﬃcients for reflection from smooth walls
and other objects such as lampposts are large (often
larger than 0.8), giving rise to very eﬃcient propagation paths from transmitter to receiver [76], though surfaces such as brick have a much lower specular reflection coeﬃcient in the mm-wave range than at lower frequencies,
• diﬀraction is a very ineﬃcient mechanism at high frequencies.
From the above, it follows that (i) outdoor-to-indoor penetration is very small; (ii) outdoor propagation is mostly de-

Fig. 10 Body shadowing loss at 60 GHz for three diﬀerent persons.
From [77].

termined by the existence of eﬀective reflection paths, while
diﬀraction is highly ineﬃcient; (iii) for outdoor environments, the type of building surfaces (e.g., glass versus rough
brick) plays a major role; (iv) in indoor environments, links
are usually limited to stations within one room, as penetration from one room to the next is negligible. A further very
important eﬀect for 60 GHz systems is shadowing by human
bodies. Shadowing losses are on the order of 10–20 dB,
where variations between diﬀerent shadowing persons can
be significant [77]. Figure 10 shows the shadowing loss as a
probe antenna is moved from a LOS position to a placement
behind the shadowing body.
These propagation characteristics cause the channel to
be sparse, i.e., there are only a few significant MPCs. This
has a very important impact on the double-directional impulse response, as described below, but also on the received
power that is obtained under combining diversity at the receiver. [69] defines an “eﬀective” pathloss exponent, which
describes the distance dependence of the power at the output
of a combiner with Q branches. With Q = 3, this exponent
can be on the order of 3 even in NLOS situations, and thus
allow coverage of 200–300 m cells with NLOS.
Delay spreads play a very important role for mm-wave
systems since they are to be operated at extremely high data
rates and thus short symbol (or chip) durations. For indoor
environments, typical delay spreads between 15 and 60 ns
have been observed [78], while for outdoor cellular environments values are usually below 100 ns [79]. The delay
spreads in systems with highly directive (13–25 dB gain)
antennas are often on the order of 20 ns or less [76], [80],
[81]. The delay spread tends to increase with decreasing
BS height, which is a behavior similar to other frequency
ranges.
Since 60 GHz systems require high-gain antennas,
which in a mobile system are implemented by means of
adaptive arrays, the directional characteristics of the propagation channel are of great importance. 60 GHz models usually follow the standard generalization of the SalehValenzuela model. This is true for two standardized 60 GHz
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Fig. 11

Power angular spectra for in-room 60 GHz system. From [86].

models, the IEEE 802.15.3c channel model [82], [83] and
the IEEE 802.11ad model [84]. Those provide models for
residential, oﬃce, library, desktop, and kiosk environments.
The number of clusters is between 4 and 12; Rice factors
are around 10 dB. [85] provides double-directional measurements, and finds somewhat larger angular spreads than the
IEEE 802.15.3c model (see Fig. 11 for an example). For
outdoor environments, [76] gives example directional characteristics, but statistical models have not yet been extracted.
7.

Open Topics

While a lot of work has been done, there are a large number of open issues for channel models for next-generation
wireless systems. Firstly, next-generation systems will not
exclusively consist of the four types of systems discussed in
this paper† , but even for the systems discussed here, considerable eﬀort will be required in order to ensure understanding of propagation channels that will enable robust and
eﬃcient system design.
A first challenge lies in the performance of large-scale
channel measurements. As channel measurements and their
evaluations have become more and more complicated, the
diﬃculties in performing channel measurements have vastly
increased. For double-directional channel measurements,
†
Other areas of interest include, but are not limited to, bodyarea networks, femto-cells, sensor networks, etc. As these are out
of the scope of the current paper, we refrain from a further discussion.

switched channel sounders have become the standard measurement approach, where (at the transmitter) a sounding
signal created by a single waveform generator is sequentially applied to the diﬀerent transmit antenna elements, and
the received signal is similarly sequentially measured at the
diﬀerent receive antenna elements. However, this measurement principle faces limitations for several of the channel
types discussed in this paper: (i) For distributed MIMO systems/CoMP, signals have to be transmitted, via cables, from
the waveform generator to the antennas that can be several hundred meter or more away. This can lead to large
signal attenuation. Electro-optical conversion and transmission via optical fiber can alleviate the attenuation problem, but proper calibration and temporal stability remains a
challenge. (ii) For D2D communication with fast-moving
links, channel identifiability becomes diﬃcult, as the channel might change significantly during the time it takes for the
sounder to switch through all transmit and receive antenna
elements. For massive MIMO systems, a similar challenge
occurs - while the temporal variability might be smaller, the
number of antenna elements that has to be switched through
is much larger. Finally, it is diﬃcult to obtain switches that
are suitable for mm-wave frequencies, thus often necessitating diﬀerent measurement principles such as mechanically moved or rotated antennas. Last, but not least, the
demand for measurements with larger and larger bandwidth
increases the requirements for accuracy of frequency references, and also increases the sheer amount of data that is
collected (it is not unusual for a measurement campaign to
collect several Terabyte of data). As measurements remain
the essential basis for all channel models, further improvements in measurement equipment will remain a key area of
research. The gaps in our understanding of specific models
are also mostly caused by a lack of measurements, which
in turn is related to the diﬃculties and eﬀort of performing
large-scale campaigns. It must be emphasized that a typical measurement campaign (lasting one week, and providing
data for one or two typical environments and applications)
requires several months of preparation and between half a
year and a year of evaluation.
For multi-link models, very few measurements provide
joint double-directional evaluations at multiple TX/RX locations. This makes it diﬃcult to derive critical parameters
of multi-link models, such as correlations between angular
spreads, identification of joint clusters, etc. The community
is only at the very early stages of developing such a model.
This has important impact on system design. Evaluations
of CoMP schemes within 3GPP have provided mostly disappointing results for the capacity improvement; yet it is
not clear at this time to what degree these results are a consequence of the (oversimplified) channel models applied in
these simulations.
For V2V communications systems, pathloss and delay
spread in diﬀerent environments (such as urban, rural, etc.)
have been measured in a number of diﬀerent cities and countries. However, the vehicle types and antenna mounting positions used in these measurements have been very limited.
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Measurements between trucks and/or buses are mostly missing. Also, the impact of vehicles between the transmitter
and receiver is mostly unknown. How would the shadowing be impacted by a big tractor/trailer located between the
transmitter and receiver? How do cars parked on the side of
the road impact the performance? Last but not least, what
are the directional characteristics of the channels at the cars
(related to the question of what performance gain could be
achieved by multiple-antenna systems)? All these questions
will have to be resolved in order to assess the feasible reliability of V2V systems, especially for safety-critical applications such as collision warnings.
For elevation characteristics, the biggest gaps in existing data sets are related to outdoor-to-indoor links. Clearly,
the height of the MS (i.e., on which floor it is located) influences the elevation characteristics, but up to now investigations have been limited mostly to ray tracing simulations.
Even then, the impact of the indoor floor plan, and the horizontal location of the MS within the building, have not yet
been investigated extensively (though see [68]).
For mm-wave channels, pathloss and delay dispersion in indoor channels have been investigated quite extensively. Directional characterization generally faces larger
problems, due to the diﬃculty of measuring it eﬀectively
(see above). While the IEEE 802.15.3c and IEEE 802.11ad
models provide some directional information, additional
measurements for verification in a variety of environments
would be desirable. More importantly, directional characterizations in outdoor environments are almost completely
lacking (though note the recent work of Rappaport et al.).
Furthermore, polarization properties and the characterization of temporal variations in mm-wave channels, especially
due to the people acting as moving shadowing objects disrupting the LOS, need further investigations.
In the area of generic channel modeling approaches,
the key challenges lie in multi-link channel models. The correlation of the properties between the diﬀerent links is critically important, but also very diﬃcult to model. The diﬀerent links see some joint clusters, and some disjoint clusters.
While the COST 2100 channel model has laid extremely important groundwork, further improvements are required. In
particular, a generalization that is capable of dealing with
D2D communications needs to be developed. Even for the
seemingly simple case of 3 links out of which 2 are moving gives rise to extremely challenging correlated shadowing processes (not just coeﬃcients) [41].
In addition to the pure channel measurement and modeling aspect, the question of how the various modeling
approaches and parameterizations influence system performance, and how systems can be designed in order to best
operate in those channels, needs to be investigated. Understanding propagation channels is a main inspiration for
better and more eﬃcient system design (see, as one typical
example, the interplay between mm-wave channel modeling
and massive MIMO system design in [87]).

8.

Conclusions

This paper discussed propagation channels for four scenarios that will be of great importance for next-generation wireless systems: multi-link, device-to-device, FD-MIMO, and
mm-wave. After first reviewing basic propagation channel
characterization methods, we then reviewed the main measurement results available in the literature, and the models
that have been derived from them. For some of the scenarios, such as multi-link, FD-MIMO, and D2D, international
standardization activities are on-going. Despite the important and extensive work that has been done up to now, a lot
of open questions remain, and extensive measurement and
modeling activities will be required to gain an understanding and quantification of channels that is suﬃcient for robust
and eﬃcient system design.
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